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multiple analytical assays that leverage cross-modal technologies, and orthogonal analytics to differentiate the analyte from a biosimilar molecule, says William Bakewell, research fellow at PPD ...

Complex Biomolecules Require Analytical Evolution
When someone is first learning to read music, it is quite common them to ask ... Temperament came into general practice only about 300 years ago. The tonal/modal system of Western classical music (and ...

The Piano's Ivory Cage
If lesson instructions are given only in audio, a student with a hearing impairment ... Accessible interactive software can bring the benefits of multimedia and experimental learning to students who ...

Accessible Digital Media Guidelines - Educational Issues for Students With Disabilities
It is, Todorov explains, the hesitation of a being who knows only natural laws in the face of the supernatural ... For a work to manifest its fantastic character, it must be read literally, from the ...

Todorov's Fantastic Theory of Literature
The current project investigates the role of CS balance, focus, and autotelic personality in flow, and establishes the role of achievement motivation type in the autotelic personality through a series ...

Senior Abstracts for 2009
Sixty years ago, a pathbreaking jazz album from Max Roach, Abbey Lincoln, and Oscar Brown, Jr., fused politics and art in the fight for Black liberation. Black artists are taking similar strides today ...

The Sounds of Struggle
But it is by no means the modal response. In addition to knowing ... that the majority believed that they would end up rich. Only 24 percent of our sample agreed that “I believe that one day ...

Psychology Today
The Oakland Zoo became the first of its kind to protect its tigers, bears and other animals against COVID-19 using an experimental vaccine uniquely formulated for animals, video released by the ...

Oakland Zoo animals receive experimental COVID-19 vaccine
Read again: Protesters arrested at demo against ... from the council such as the pedestrianisation of Walton Street, a modal filter in Walton Street to prevent through traffic and keeping the ...

Controversial Walton Street barrier is likely to be removed
In a scathing ruling Saturday, U.S. District Judge Lynn Hughes of Houston deemed lead plaintiff Jennifer Bridges’ contention that the vaccines are “experimental and dangerous” to be false and ...

Judge tosses hospital workers’ vaccine requirement challenge
The Oakland Zoo zoo is vaccinating its large cats, bears and ferrets against the coronavirus using an experimental vaccine being donated to zoos, sanctuaries and conservatories across the country.

Big cats, bears, ferrets get COVID-19 vaccine at Oakland Zoo
A guest at Disney World was filmed hopping out of a ride vehicle over the weekend. (AP Photo/John Raoux) (NEXSTAR) – A guest at Walt Disney World was filmed hopping on and off an attraction over ...

Disney World guest is filmed hopping out of ride vehicle, allegedly trying to steal a cucumber
In a scathing ruling Saturday, U.S. District Judge Lynn Hughes of Houston deemed lead plaintiff Jennifer Bridges’ contention that the vaccines are “experimental and dangerous” to be false ...

While You Were Sleeping: Coronavirus updates for June 14
With little fanfare, however, the industry has begun operating locomotives that run on stored electrical power, moving toward a future in which toy shops are not the only source of battery trains.

Battery-powered trains could be a game changer in reducing pollution, greenhouse gas emissions
AKRON (WJW) — The Akron Zoo has confirmed its animals are going to receive COVID-19 vaccines as part of a nationwide rollout of an experimental ... Month of Action, but only for a limited ...
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